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About This Game

Are you smart enough for Cyadonia?

Hundreds of clever block-sliding puzzles to challenge your mind in this retro-puzzler!

OBJECT OF THE GAME: Get the Cyad to the exit on each screen. It sounds simple...

FEATURES
Collect precious gems, avoid mines, enter teleports, hit switches, open locks, deflect lasers, disable the traps and find your way

home!

Hundreds of devious levels; hours of gameplay!
Play the tutorial. Easy levels for beginners, challenging levels for masters!

Quiet, relaxing, thoughtful gameplay.
No time pressures, infinite lives; It's just you against the puzzles!

Find the optimal routes to win stars and unlock bonus levels!
Earn solutions for when you are stuck!

All levels unlocked, no artificial progression!
Share your progress and play on PC and Android mobile, available in Google Play Store!
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I love this game glad i bought it. Its an extremely enjoyable point and click adventure despite having some annoying issues like
you have to check every sentence to unlock the next part but the characters are great also the voice acting and the artwork are
nice. All said and done buy it when it goes on sale. Also love that morgane's accent.. Right, well I just undug this from my dusty
game crate, it appears nowdays this game isn't worth buying due to the shutdown of it's COOP features and so, but here's my
experience from 2008 and so.

The game itself was pretty fun at the time, I used to play with a good friend of mine and was quite an intresting campaign going
around with your friend and riding hovercrafts and APCs and so, I didn't take much out of the game it isn't really that
impressive otherwise the graphics are expected of that time and the gameplay except some times is just stale, your run and shoot
game with no real millitary aspects, I disliked mostly on how you had to go to ammo crates to get ammo for your gun since you
was locked to just these two guns. Other than that it's really all I can remember but I'll state again.

Game isn't worth it with the AI partner and now since the multiplayer has died sadly it's nolonger good to play.. What a train
wreck. Old or not, this could never have been good. Zen and The Pinball Arcade are so much better it's not funny at all. I'd
rather pay $5 a game at a redneck KKK bar to play a Medieval Madness table with broken trolls, 3 legs, and no flippers while
wearing a "Gay Obama supporters for the right to marry your Palestinian pets" shirt than play this mess again. All while singing
Lady Gaga at the top of my lungs.. Its An enjoyable first person Shooter. i like the loading of the guns its hard sometimes but i
guess if you were in the real world with people shooting back at you im sure it would be just as hard to reload and dodge bullets.
I like the new update but wish it offered more guns it would be nice to get into the base and pick up a machine gun from one of
the guards i kill.
the Beach is hard even with endless bullets and this is my least favorite level of the game.
i think the dev has done well and look forward to future updates and levels.
i would put this in my top 10 of vive games but more need the double digits than the top spot.. I got to repair, plot course, and
navigate a submarine, which was nice.. Not terrible, but it feels unpolished and the lack of any consequences for guessing
hinders it from the standpoint of working well as a collection of logic puzzles. I made it over halfway through and, while I badly
wanted to like it, I just couldn't make myself do so enough to force myself to complete it.. The combat holds up but the rest of
the game is extremely jarring by today's standards. Not even talking about the 2005 era graphics but the level lingering for 5-6
seconds after you complete it, with a hardcut to the menu screen and the audio not fading in or out just makes it overall pretty
unpleasant. It's certainly not worth the $10 asking price 12 years after release.. I definitely like that this game is helping my son
learn math.

I'm not sure I like the bigoted attitude he has developed against the number 3, insisting that it always die first.
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Good and clever game. Extra points for great black humor.. Actually so fun. I remember loving bomberman and this is exactly
like that but honestly so much better in terms of design. I really recommend it, and im looking forward to future updates :). i've
only played the first two areas, but already i'm not sure i want to continue.
pretty yet clunky is how i would describe this game. first the game is slow. the game is confusing. also when i made a new world
it trashed my old world. when ur charter is made there is nothing else to do it is just boring.. Solved (mostly) all my
compatibility problems with legacy ps3 fightsticks. The exception being SFV and its lack of support for these controllers :P.
Very buggy at the moment!!!!!! They still have ALOT of work to do on the multiplayer. Thankfully they are working hard. <3 I
say in about another month or so(From when I post this Review) buy this. Hopefully it'll be more developed and smexy. :3 I <3
this game, and hopefully multiplayer gets fixed up!

Edit*****
 The singleplayer of this DLC(The Samurai and the 5th place) works just fine. :3 In-fact I love the samurai, if you're looking on
expanding this game 1 more place and 1 more player(Who's awesome) Buy this!

Edit 3\/17\/2015
 Multiplayer now works with saving. Alot of bugs hammered out! Log-In system is better now too! Everything is basically fixed
in the DLC.. Feels like a tablet game, but not bad to waste some time.
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